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If I should summarize all my opinion on the philosophy of teaching into
one sentence, it would be: to present and to show the matter on a way that
help students to recognize and discover the beauty of mathematics.

While physics is a science that marks 20 century, mathematics is a science
underling all other sciences and deeply influencing every aspect of humanity.
The nature is described in the language of mathematics, as Galilei said. This
claim may be understand as a root of amazing interaction of mathematics
with physics, and other areas as well, before and nowadays and ultimately
of its practical and irreplaceable meaning for the society. No less obvious is
that mathematics is the science about truth (V. Arnold, [KhTa12]). Its clear
logic and the elegance of expressions are the universal source of inspiration
and welfare.

I am happy for every opportunity to teach mathematics, and I do my
best to present it as the science of beauty and truth.

1 Teaching Principles

Of course, my attitudes about teaching are influenced by my experience
as a student, that is nowadays rather enlarged thankfully to availability of
resources from universities throughout the world. It is worth mentioning
that I found books on general teaching principles very useful (for example
[DrWo]) as well as those devoted strictly to mathematics (I prefer [Pól]).

In addition to all important ability of a good teacher (to be clear, a good
motivator, transparent in the evaluation,...) I will mention that excellent
formal organization of a course is also very important. It may sounds like
to be opposite of creativity but I convinced myself that it contribute to
the student success. Among the tips for excellent teaching I will mention
importance of drawing on the table, learning by examples and giving a
broader context of the matter i.e. connecting the subject of a lesson with
other branches of mathematics.

2 My Style

When summarizing all my teaching work in my mind, I would say that there
are three the most notable characteristics of my teaching style.

• Make it interesting and understandable. The lessons I tend to teach
in a vivid and interesting way. Historical sketches on the theme as
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well as to mention possible applications are some of ways to achieve
it. I also encourage students for use of a few different learning sources.
Different aspects brings something new and interesting, and increase
understanding.

• Moderate humor is good for learning. Even when I talked about very
specialized subject, usually there can be some funny and interesting
remarks. So regular lessons give even more opportunity for a smile.
Emotions are important in teaching since it is known that they increase
memorization and understanding.

• Respect for students. I even believe that not only I teach students but
it can be said that there is always something I can learn from them.
Just as in case of a seminar, I believe that teaching can bring new
ideas as well.
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